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 From among the lowliest and most inconspicuous forms of plant life has come a 

preparation which has been instrumental in producing wonders in the field of medical science – a 

small organism found on decaying fruit, cheese, bread, or plant life. When this is observed by the 

average person, the spoiled food is immediately discarded, but to the mycologist (one who 

studies microscopic plants) it is a possible treasure. 

 In 1928 Sir Alexander Fleming of St. Mary’s Hospital, London, was busily engaged in 

the study of certain bacterial variants. While examining these organisms he observed a peculiar 

phenomena – a small mold colony with a clear zone around it. Immediately the though flashed 

through his mind – the mold is producing something which destroys the surrounding bacteria. A 

keen observation, indeed! Subsequent experiments verified this. 

 How did the mold get into the bacterial culture, you ask? Fleming grew his 

staphylococcal variants in small saucer-like petri dishes. Daily he lifted the covers to examine 

these bacteria for variations. Naturally, the dust particles in the air sometimes entered and along 

with them and on them certain foreign bacteria and molds (always present in the atmosphere in 

countless numbers.) When these foreign molds or bacteria developed in a plate it was considered 

contaminated and consequently discarded. However, in 1928 one contaminant, the penicillin 

producer wasn’t discarded. This single colony was carefully isolated and cultured, and today 

transfers of it are found in nearly all the scientific research laboratories of the world, and it has 

been the source of our commercial penicillin. 

 One of the men at St. Mary’s Hospital, Westling, by name, had taken this contaminant 

along with him from Norway where he found it on decaying hyssop. It was this organism which 

became the unwanted guest in Fleming’s petri dish. After Fleming identified it as Penicillin 

rubrum, he sent it to Dr. Thom of the United States Department of Agriculture for confirmation. 

Carefully Dr. Thom checked the culture and found it to be Penicillin notatum by which name this 

culture is universally known today. It was Fleming who designated the new antibiotic as 

penicillin, naming it after the genus name (Penicillium) of the substance which produces it. 

 In 2932 Raistrick and his associates commenced to study penicillin but found it too 

difficult to extract from the medium in which it was grown; consequently, it was given up. In 

1935 and again in 1940 American investigators published reports on its anti-bacterial activity. 

Florey, Chain, and their colleagues began their antibiotic studies in 1929, and it was not until 

1939 that they decided to work with penicillin. By August of 1940 they had discovered a method 

of extracting and purifying penicillin. 

 One of Florey’s greatest problems was to produce sufficient quantity since it took 

approximately 100 quarts of brew to provide sufficient penicillin to treat one person for one day. 

At first they grew it in small flasks. Soon, however, they resorted to large metal vessels, until 



they discovered that the metal inactivated the penicillin. Then the resourceful scientists resorted 

to enameled bedpans; this proved to be very successful. 

 After performing several successful tests on animals, they spent months obtaining a 

sufficient amount to treat their first patient – an Oxford policeman. To their surprise and dismay 

his temperature rose and he began to shiver. “Doesn’t it work in humans?” they asked. They 

were puzzled and wondered why not. Experiments soon revealed that it was not the penicillin but 

the chemical impurities it contained, which caused the difficulty. After a few more clinical tests 

Florey was convinced of the efficiency of penicillin. However, a tremendous problem now faced 

them – production! If we consider that at this time England was the victim of intensive bombings 

(for World War II was already in progress), it seemed futile to begin construction especially with 

the great shortage of personnel. 

 In spite of the gloom overshadowing them by the course of events at home, these 

persistent scientists succeeded in obtaining aid from the Rochefeller Foundation and left for 

America to seek such assistance. When they arrived in the United States they were sent to the 

Department of Agriculture’s Fermentation Laboratories at Peoria, Ill. Here Heatley sent a few 

months of introductory work while Florey went to Mayo Clinic where experiments on penicillin 

had been underway for approximately six months. Florey fanned the “flame” into a fire by giving 

it many helpful suggestions. On their return to eastern United States a meeting had been arranged 

by government officials with representatives from five leading pharmaceutical houses interested 

in producing this “wonder-drug”. The enthusiasm they radiated stimulated great interest in the 

study and production of penicillin. Having accomplished their purpose they returned to England 

and were knighted by the King for their contribution to the war effort. 

 It was of interest to personally see an ampoule of some of the original penicillin produced 

by Florey. Perhaps, this article has corrected two current misconceptions: namely, that penicillin 

was discovered at the beginning of the war, for, in reality it was found in 1928; secondly, that the 

English introduced it into the United States in July, 1941, whereas, literature proves that 

American scientists were experimenting with it since 1935. 
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